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Could Reversal of $417M Calif. Verdict
Foreshadow Doom for Talc Cases?
A judge's ruling tossing a record $417 million verdict in California last week could spell trouble for attorneys
handling cases for plaintiﬀs in talc products liability litigation—and not just because of the massive size of the
rejected award.
By Amanda Bronstad | Originally published on National Law Journal (/nationallawjournal/) | October 24, 2017

A judge’s ruling tossing (http://www.law.com/therecorder/sites/therecorder/2017/10/20/judge-tosses-417m-talcverdict-in-california-court/?back=law) a record $417 million verdict in California last week could spell trouble for
attorneys handling cases for plaintiﬀs in talc products liability litigation—and not just because of the massive size
of the rejected award.
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In her Oct. 20 decision (http://www.almcms.com/contrib/content/uploads/documents/398/2812/Talc-post-trialruling.pdf), Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Maren Nelson outlined a host of problems with the jury’s Aug. 21
verdict (http://www.law.com/therecorder/sites/therecorder/2017/08/21/jury-awards-417m-in-jj-talcum-powdercase/?back=law), the largest award in the talcum powder litigation. But her most pointed complaint struck at the
heart of the cases: The plaintiﬀ?41?-50050:N@<>;B5011:;A34?/51:@5O/1B501:/1@4-@!;4:?;:!;4:?;:N?
baby powder caused ovarian cancer.
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and medical community about whether talc more probably than not causes ovarian cancer and thus giving rise to
a duty to warn.”
That conclusion is “going to be persuasive in other cases,” said George Talarico, managing partner of Locke
Lord’s Morristown, New Jersey, oﬃce, who is following the talcum powder litigation.
“Even if you put up diﬀerent experts who espouse the same theories, the defendant will say, ‘Your Honor, this
whole theory was rejected—like in a big way.’ This judge took this very seriously. She went through the eﬀort of a
trial and undid a trial. That’s pretty damning.”
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ruling would have no eﬀect in New Jersey’s federal court, where they are co-lead counsel for more than 2,600
women whose cases have been coordinated in multidistrict litigation. And the jury in California heard reams of
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It was a tough week overall for plaintiﬀs in the talcum powder litigation, in which nearly 5,000 women have sued
primarily in Missouri, California and New Jersey. Days before Nelson’s ruling, a Missouri Court of Appeals panel
reversed (http://www.law.com/nationallawjournal/almID/1202800675328/) a $72 million talcum powder verdict—
@41O>?@6A>E-C->0@;/;91;A@;2@4185@53-@5;:
The grounds for that reversal focused on jurisdictional matters in the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court’s June 19
ruling in Bristol-Myers Squibb v. Superior Court.
But the science debate came to the forefront in California.
“Ovarian cancer is a devastating disease—but it is not caused by the cosmetic-grade talc we have used in
Johnson’s baby powder for decades,” spokeswoman Carol Goodrich wrote in a statement following Nelson’s
ruling. “The science is clear, and we will continue to defend the safety of Johnson’s baby powder as we prepare
for additional trials in the U.S.”
Nelson had several concerns about the case apart from the science. She found the compensatory damages
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there was no evidence of malice to justify $347 million in punitive damages. She also found that jurors had
engaged in “serious misconduct” by adding attorney fees and taxes into their calculation of compensatory
damages.
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products since 1967, was found liable for $9 million? The plaintiﬀ, Eva Echeverria, began using talcum powder in
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that talc was associated with ovarian cancer,” Nelson wrote. “And, no internal documents from the company prior
to that date suggest that conclusion.”
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trials. Those changes went into eﬀect in August.
Prior to those changes, a Missouri judge had allowed plaintiﬀs’ evidence into trials, but others have not. A year
ago, New Jersey Superior Court Judge Nelson Johnson tossed two plaintiﬀs’ experts from two upcoming trials,
criticizing their “made-for-litigation” methods. His subsequent summary judgment ruling is now on appeal
(http://www.law.com/njlawjournal/almID/1202778112736/appeals-in-dismissal-of-jj-talc-suits-target-exclusion-ofexperts/?back=law).
The New Jersey ruling and the California decision have some key distinctions: Unlike in New Jersey, the
California case went to trial, and the experts weren’t the same in both cases. But both judges appeared
concerned about the epidemiological studies on which the experts had relied.
“It’s one of those areas that’s as of yet going to be very diﬃcult for plaintiﬀs to make in their cases, depending
A<;:4;C?@>5/@8E@41/;A>@-<<851?>1=A5>191:@?2;>.>5:35:35:@45?75:0;2?/51:@5O/1B501:/1L?-50#5/4-18#
Martin, a professor at Fordham Law School. “These are tough cases for plaintiﬀs to make simply because we
don’t know enough about how these cancers occur, and if you can’t do that it’s hard to show what the
defendants did was defective.”
Nelson spent much of her ruling focused on the plaintiﬀN?1D<1>@C4;@1?@5O10-.;A@/41B1>>5-N?05-3:;?5?  :
particular, Nelson found the expert had considered talcum powder a risk factor based on four studies whose
“evidence was extremely limited” and that her decision to rule out other factors, such as age or obesity,
“amounted to no more than speculation.”
But Nelson doubled down on the documents that plaintiﬀs attorneys had used to show there was a known
ovarian cancer risk in talc prior to 2007, when Echeverria was diagnosed.
“This is a misreading of the evidence,” Nelson wrote. Plaintiﬀs attorneys had failed to prove such a link “given the
lack of anything other than a hypothesis about causation and the nature of the epidemiological evidence
presented.”
For plaintiﬀs attorneys, Nelson’s ruling is particularly problematic given that she is overseeing all the talcum
powder cases in California—a total of more than 700 women.
But the decision also is likely to be cited in cases in other states, as had the New Jersey ruling.
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“Now you’ve got two lengthy, well-reasoned opinions that say there’s not suﬃcient evidence on general causation
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have two courts now.”
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standard.
And Nelson, in her order, had no issues with two other plaintiﬀs experts, he said.
Both the judges in California and New Jersey “are in error with regard to the state of evidence, which proves that
31:5@-8@-8/A?1/-:/-A?1;B->5-:/-:/1>LC>;@1&->O@@;2?4/>-2@1>185:+-?45:3@;:  -:0%N188<>5:/5<-8-@1-?81E881:>;C#1@4B5:&;>@5?#581?5:#;:@3;91>E8-.-9- K+1>19-5:/;:O01:@@4-@
both trial judges will be reversed once the Court of Appeals has an opportunity to review not only the liability
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medical experts.”
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